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Editorial
Welcome to the first

issue of The Westcliff Waffler!
I’m delighted beyond belief to
introduce you all to our new
school newspaper, and I hope
you enjoy reading it. I’d like to
thank Mr Vinten for helping us
get this all up and running, as
well as all of our wonderful
year 12 writers for
volunteering their time. This
week we’ve got some festive

articles and puzzles for you,
as well as an exclusive
interview with Mrs Matthews,
and advice for the year 11s in
their upcoming mocks.

With worker strikes
dominating the headlines and
a spell of bitter cold arresting
the nation, it’s easy to see why
this Winter seems to be
dragging on, but we at least

can revel in the solace of the
imminent holiday.

As our first term
draws to a close, I can sense
the weary anticipation
building up towards that
coveted two-week break.
Enjoy these final few days of
Christmas card exchanges
and last-lesson quizzes, and I
wish you all a magical holiday
season.

School events
Christmas at WHSG

Maya Farrow
As the holiday season

approaches many of us, those
who celebrate will be turning to
Christmas movies and songs in
anticipation of the 25th. But
whilst we are still in school, there
are a few events that spread
cheer in this cold and rainy time.
Examples of this are the
Christmas Concert and Christmas

Jumper Day that took place on
the 8th of December. During the
Christmas Jumper Day, £375 was
raised by everyone that decided
to take part and showcase their
bright outfits!

I have spoken to one
person who has been
consistently involved in the
music department since year 7

and who has summarised the
importance of this event for us.

Bryony Gardner in year
12 has said: “On Thursday
evening, the school celebrated
Christmas with a concert
featuring ensembles and choirs
as well as solo performers
including this year’s House Music
winners Ellie Medcroft and Srishti
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Kalkur. The audience were
treated to pieces from the harp
ensemble, junior choir and
WHSGlee, as well as the
separate woodwind and strings
ensembles. Gospel choirs were a
highlight as usual, and the
addition of the dance troupe
added something different to the
mix of musical groups.

The evening wouldn’t
have been possible without hosts
Ellie Medcroft and Joe Balls, who

kept the audience entertained
with Christmas puns between
performances, or the work of the
tech team and PTA, providing
lights, sound, snacks and drinks
to make the evening truly festive.

Special thanks to Mrs
Daniels, Mrs Carter, students and
peripatetic teachers who
organised the event and led
ensembles, and all the students
involved for putting in hard work
over the term that resulted in a

brilliant show. Musical
performances will continue with
the Carol Service on Tuesday,
and with Live Lounge and the
school musical ‘9 to 5’ taking
place next term.”

I think we can all agree
that every single part of the
evening and all those involved
are key to the delivery of an
enjoyable show. A very
memorable day for WHSG!

Current a�airs
Nurses To Stage Largest
Strikes In NHS History

Isabelle O’Dell
“It’s time to pay nurses fairly” is what protesters have
demanded outside of Parliament over the past few
weeks, and, over Christmas, these demands are to reach
a crescendo: for the first time in the Royal College of
Nursing’s 106 year history, nurses are going on a
nationwide strike. On 15th and 20th December, over
100,000 nurses will walk out of hospitals around the
country in a protest against the low wages that they
receive.

The government has previously announced an average
4.75% pay rise for nurses, but this is almost 10% below the
inflation rate, which stood at 14.2% in October. The RCN is
asking for a pay rise 5% above inflation rates, which adds
up to a total 19% pay rise.

The government currently refuses to begin negotiations
with the nurse’s union, calling the demands ‘unaffordable’.
This has caused much outrage when compared to
reports that Boris Johnson spent £12,500 on takeaway
meals over the COVID-19 pandemic (source: The Daily
Mail), which is estimated to be more than the amount of
money the average nurse earns in four and a half
months.

However the government has dismissed criticisms
against their current approach..
“I think people need to understand that negotiation on
pay is done by an independent review body,” government
minister James Cleverly said, arguing that the
government had accepted the review body’s decision,
and so the matter was closed.

With the government’s current unflinching stance, the
strikes are going ahead, raising concerns over how the
NHS will cope; whilst emergency and intensive care will
remain fully staffed, other departments, including cancer
treatment, will be affected. And though the majority of
nurses have chosen to strike, for many this is a last resort;
difficult working conditions and being chronically
underpaid means that nurses across the country are
desperate for change.

Local issues
Essex Fire Service begin
voting on strikes over pay

Amelie Bowman
The ballot opens for members of the Fire Brigades
Union to vote on strike action after rejecting a 5%
pay offer. With inflation at 10%, fire service workers
claim they’ve had a real terms pay cut of £4,000 a
year.

Firefighters say the strike for fair pay is not out of
greed, but is necessary for them to afford their
basic living costs. In the fifth richest country in the
world, to say there is not enough money to pay
public sector workers a fair wage is questionable
to some.

At a Southend rally for campaign group Enough is
Enough, Essex fire fighter and FBU officer Ricardo
la Torre said “Just in the last 48 hours I have heard
from a firefighter, an FBU rep, who’s having to sign
support work for the firefighters he represents to
be able to access food banks to feed their
families”.

Many members also consider the 11,000 fire
service job cuts over the last 12 years a threat to
public safety, leading to employees being
overworked and longer response times, with the
FBU General Secretary describing it as “the worst
period of cuts in the history of the British Fire
Service”.

However, with the looming economic crisis and
worker strikes directed at the government from all
angles, cabinet minister Mark Harper says that
“there simply isn’t the money” to fund
“inflation-busting pay rises” in the public sector.

The ballot opens just weeks after Chancellor
Jeremy Hunt announced a further £28 million in
public spending cuts. It will be open from the 5th
of December to the 30th of January.
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Subject columns
STEM
Promising clinical trial
results, next cure?

Thayura Sivakaran
Last week, the

pharmaceutical companies
Biogen and Eisai announced
encouraging results from clinical
trials of a monoclonal antibody
treatment called Lecanemab
used for patients with
Alzheimer’s disease.

The primary test
included comparing cognitive
decline between the two groups
(participants were randomly
assigned to either receive
Lecanemab or a placebo) based
on a classic dementia scale
(CDR-SB).

This led to a reduced
cognitive decline (worsening or
more frequent confusion or
memory loss) by 27% in people
with early stage Alzheimer's
compared with those on a
placebo after a year and half,
offering hope to some of the
millions of people who are
affected and largely deprived of
treatment.

Lecanemab does have
side effects, however: most
notably certain brain
abnormalities, including swelling
and small haemorrhages in the
brain. Neuroimaging revealed
these concerns in about 21% of
patients on Lecanemab and 9%
of those on placebo.
Although these abnormalities
often produced no symptoms,
about 3% did end up
experiencing symptoms from
them.

Lecanemab is not a
cure, but it does target known
diseases and has some
effectiveness in patients. This
new treatment is the first drug to
inhibit a buildup of amyloid
plaques in the brain, clumps of
protein that disrupt neurons and
other cells, which is a signature
feature of the illness.

There are, however,
many lingering questions,
including why this treatment
shows promise whilst other
treatments with similar strategies
have failed. It is still being
improved and modified to the
best of scientists’ abilities.

Humanities
Festive Traditions

Erin Shine
In Austria, kids on the naughty list
are threatened by their parents
with the frightening fictional
character named Krampus. It’s a
horned, hairy beast that snatches
bad kids and takes them away in
a wicker basket. Austrian fathers
value Christmas more than most
as it gives them an excuse to
dress up as the half-goat demon
and terrorise the kids they’ve
wanted to get back at for the
whole year.

An equally weird
tradition has its home in Japan,
where KFC is in high demand
during the Christmas season.
Marketing campaigns have
convinced the people of Japan
that Kentucky Fried Chicken is a
staple of American Christmas
meals. This has led to a
nationwide craze for the popular
brand on Christmas Day and
people go as far as booking
tables or pre-ordering deliveries

Reviews - Catherine Packer

The Grand Budapest Hotel
imdb 8.1/10 - ★★★★☆ age rating:
15

The beginning of the end of the end of the
beginning has begun. This movie is directed by
Wes Anderson who is known for his visual
symmetry and camera movements like you’re
watching the events happen in front of you. The
plot becomes increasingly absurd and it’s the kind
of movie where you only understand 70% of what’s
happening at any given time. In my opinion, the
cinematography of this film is incredible and every
scene is extremely thought out to somehow make
it both aesthetic and unsettling. The atmosphere is
so encapsulating that you find yourself holding
your breath when watching it so it isn’t broken. The
movie also has a surreal morbidity and humour
based in confusion, deadpan silences and ill-timed
poetry. Although the plot is completely insane, it
hooks you and it’s hard to stop watching. Overall, I

would highly recommend this movie and I would
like to sign off with my closing thoughts:
"Did he just throw my cat out of the window?"

Apollo 13
imdb 7.7/10                       age rating: PG

This movie is based on the real events of the
Apollo 13 launch in 1970. It is extremely stressful
and does an amazing job of increasing tension and
your heart rate. It immerses you in the plot and it's
inevitable that throughout the movie you will be
rooting for Tom Hanks with all your heart. The film
makers put in a lot of effort to recreate the
command centre and spacecraft as close to the
real thing as possible. Without giving too much
away, the timeline of events and the science talked
about is incredibly accurate. Even though you may
know what happened in the actual event, the
movie constantly has you wondering what will
happen next. You really do feel like you are in the
spacecraft with the characters; it's the type of
movie that can make you forget what time it is and
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where you are. I would recommend that everyone
sees this movie at least once in their life.

GCSE advice
Revision Techniques To Try

This Christmas
Jesmine Mundempilly

With the mocks starting soon after the
Christmas break, it's useful to spend some time
away from the festivities and focusing on your
revision. These mocks are an important step before
you do your actual exams so knowing how to revise
is essential.
Here are some things to try:

1) Make a revision timetable:
This allows you to spend an even amount of time
on all your subjects and not just the ones you enjoy
(although that can be the temptation). You can also
plan out your breaks, and even plan which topics to
focus on that day.

2) Do past paper questions:
Not only does this check your understanding of the
content but you can also go through mark
schemes. Check for key words which are
underlined or written in bold. For essay subjects,
you could rewrite previous pieces of work and
improve on it using the feedback you have received
before.

3) Identify your weaknesses:
Go through specifications (which are all available on
exam board websites) and highlight the topics that
you need to spend just that little bit longer on.

4) Don’t just re-read or highlight
your notes:
You’ve probably heard it many times before but just
re-reading your notes or highlighting them won’t be
beneficial to retain the information in the long-run.
Instead, after you’ve read/ highlighted your notes,
why not shut the book and scribble down as much
as you can remember?

5) Use mind maps:
Grab your felt tips and coloured pens to condense
one big topic into an A3 mindmap. This can be
really useful to help you lay out all the information
that you need to understand and can make your
revision much more efficient.

6) Teach someone:
This can be a really useful way for you to check
how well you have grasped the topic. You can
teach a parent, a sibling or even a doll! As you
teach, you might be asked questions, and you may
even start to doubt yourself. Remember that this is

okay. The whole point is to fill in any gaps in your
knowledge and make you feel more confident in
that area.

7) Take breaks:
We often forget that taking breaks is a vital part of
our revision process. Think of it like physical
exercise. After making your brain work hard, it
needs to sit back and take a breather. Try moving
away from your desk regularly and sitting with
family and friends, especially during Christmas. The
weeks before exams can be a really overwhelming
time.

Remember that if you are worried about something,
you can talk to someone you trust whether that be
a parent, sibling or a teacher. Have a good
Christmas!

Job/uni advice
Githiga Sivanesan

Getting a new job can be really scary;
there's so much to learn, you might not know
anyone and it can be so overwhelming. Searching
for jobs can be difficult, and then there's the whole
process of interviews, but if you follow some of
these simple tips and tricks, you will be off to a
great start.

Always ask lots of questions, and you
should frequently have conversations with people
that have worked at your job to gain a greater
understanding. You should ask thoughtful,
intelligent questions about how the company
works, about the kinds of work you’ll do together
and about what is expected of you in your new role.

Always be coachable. If you don't know the
answer to a question, be honest, don't lie. Often
interviewers will ask you a question that they know
you probably won't know the answer to, and this is
an opportunity for you to display that you are
willing to learn and that you are not afraid to ask
questions.

The dreaded ‘tell me about yourself’
question can be very intimidating initially, but you
want to mention things that are relevant to what
you are applying for and be personable. Another
difficult question can be ‘what is your greatest
weakness?’. This question can be confusing;
however, it is best to say a quality that could also be
considered as something positive or something that
you are working on or what you have learned from
this weakness.

Hopefully, these simple tips will help you
get your next job.
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Teacher interview

Mrs Matthews - Headteacher
Eve Richardson

First of all, what made you want
to come to WHSG?
I had a meeting here with Mrs
Carroll actually, and I stepped
into the school, and was instantly
blown over by the welcome that I
had. The students were super
friendly, and I really liked your
philosophy on leadership and
your values here. I kind of had
that knowledge of the school
before I applied for the position,
and thought “Wow, that’s a
wonderful school.”

And did the school match your
expectations?
It does match in its reputation.
Now that I’ve been here for
almost a term, I think what’s also
become apparent is the amount
of time that the staff give to the
students in this school. They
really, really put the students
first. They give up a lot of their
free time; they really care, and I
think I wasn’t aware of that, so
that was wonderful to see. So it
has more than lived up to
expectations.

What’s your vision for the future
of the school?
Okay, so I think we need to make
our mark in terms of female
leaders. And because we have
such a wealth of talents and
skills amongst the student body, I
think we can give something
back to our community. That’s
what would be my vision. That
would be lovely.

When did you know you wanted
to be a teacher?
Oh, after I had my children: when
my children were very little, I
used to help out in their school

and I just thought that the
teachers there… they were
incredible. You could see that
they were really passionate
about what they were doing. I
thought, you know, I need a
career that I can actually feel
really proud of.

What happens in a typical day
as headteacher?
I think if you’re going to be  a
headteacher, you have to be
really happy with making
decisions; you have to weigh up
whether a decision is going to be
in the best interests of the
majority of the students and the
community and the staff. And you
know that you’re not going to
please all of the people all of the
time. So I would say my day is
mostly made up of making tricky
decisions. It’s always about
thinking about the future as
headteacher, as well as signing
things, responding to emails, and
meetings. Lots of meetings. And
sometimes drinking coffee.
((laughs))

So onto some more personal
questions…

Can you tell me something
surprising about yourself?
Yes… okay, I suppose. In my free
time, I like to play the drums. I
can’t think of a better way to
destress after what’s quite a
stressful job, and so I have
recently bought a drum kit and
I’m learning, and I love it!

Tell me about your favourite
place you’ve travelled to.
Ooh okay, there are so many. I’m
going to have to say India. I
visited the Taj Mahal in the

Summer. I knew I was going to be
quite blown away by it, but it’s
not until you’re there and you
experience it... I went at sunrise
and again at sunset, and I was
just lost for words. So I have to
say India. In all its richness, it’s an
incredibly fascinating, colourful,
amazing country.

What’s your favourite movie?
Probably any of the Marvel
movies that have the Guardians
of the Galaxy. There’s a lot of
humour in those, and I really
enjoy it. But outside of Marvel…
hmm, I suppose it’s Christmas
season, so I could say ‘It’s a
Wonderful Life’. It’s really
heartwarming - wonderful story
that just makes you really
grateful for things that you have.

What’s the last book that you
read?
I read Beloved, by Toni Morrison.
And yeah, it was sad and
harrowing, but just beautifully
written. Thoroughly, thoroughly
enjoyed it.

Tell me something you’d like to
do but keep putting off.
I love looking through
photographs but because they’re
all stored on my phone, I would
really love to make lots of photo
books as a keepsake for my
children. I just never get around
to it!

What’s your favourite Christmas
song?

Probably ‘And So This is
Christmas’ by John Lennon. Yeah,
‘War Is Over’. Just because it’s
such a lovely message. And
yeah, it’s just the words in that
song.
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Environmental
Eco-schools

Izzy Lawrence
Recently, Westcliff has joined

‘Eco Schools’ - this is the largest
sustainable schools program in the world,
with almost 60,000 schools participating
worldwide. This means that we’ll be
participating in a two year program to
change our school for the better. We’ll be
working on many environmental areas,
including biodiversity, energy use and
non-recyclable waste.

You may have noticed a new
green group bulletin board in the
geography corridor- make sure to check
here for any new announcements of
events or ideas on how you can help.

Opinion Poll
Results
Christmas Pudding or
Mince Pies?
Christmas Pudding: 10.9%
Mince Pies: 41.4%
Neither: 47.7%

Coloured Lights or White
Lights?
Coloured Lights: 37.5%
White Lights: 62.5%

When do you put up the
Christmas tree?
November: 11.7%
Early December: 62.5%
Late December: 15.6%
Never: 10.2%

Elizabeth
Bosque-Hamilton

Best time to open
presents?
Christmas Eve: 10.2%
Christmas Morning:
89.8%

Best Christmas song:
1. Last

Christmas
2. All I Want For

Christmas Is
You

3. Underneath
The Tree

Best Christmas movie:
1. Home Alone
﹦ Nativity!
2. Elf
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Birthday shoutouts
Coming soon! If you’d like a birthday shoutout in our
next issue in January, please send an email to
17-temima.emmanuel@whsg.info

Contact Us
If you would like to make a suggestion or submit

something you’d like us to publish, we’d love to hear
from you. Additionally, if you are in Year 12 and would like
to become a regular writer, please send an email to
17-eve.richardson@whsg.info

Comic

Catherine Packer

editor-in-chief: Eve Richardson
co-editor: Isabelle O’Dell
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